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Abstract—Information Systems, as intellectual property,
ensures potential earning of businesses that have been
affected badly by software piracy. The impact of software
piracy can be languished through different techniques such
as obfuscation, birthmarks and watermarks etc. used to
counter pirated software. A watermarking approach has
been presented using data mining techniques. The
watermark generation exploits the program constructs (as
properties and their relations) in flow graphs. The
watermarks generated are embedded in methods for keeping
track of actual program ownership. The major advantage of
proposed technique is its improved degree for piracy
detection (at method level granularity). Also, the technique
presented is more resilient to major attacks such as additive,
distortive and removal attacks when compared with
prevalent watermarking techniques.
Index Terms—piracy,
resilience


watermarking,
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graph

technique, in which information of software-user is
embedded into the software [5]. It helps to identify those
who propagate software piracy, in addition to proving
software ownership.
Software watermarking loomed here exploits data
mining techniques (especially graph mining) [6]. In order
to calculate the watermarks of each method and class, to
prove the ownership of that method or class, graph theory
as well as network science concepts have been employed
[7], [8]. Software watermarks are extracted from software
properties and elements of program methods and then
embedded into the software methods. Unlike using only
the method names for watermark, method information is
used to protect program methods through method elements
based watermark. The proposed technique works by
extracting the syntactic structure of program to compute
property value for each element and relation among those
elements. Graph theoretic properties such as clustering
coefficient have been used with property values to
compute watermarks based on method-elements. The data
then is transformed into graphs to identify if a
method/class has been copied through graph comparison.
Coupled class/method relation in the program is used for
the generation of program watermark. The watermarks of
incertitude code snippets have been extracted in order to
formulate the degree of resemblance among methods so
that similarity/dissimilarity may be asserted for
method/class.
The proposed technique is measured against major
watermarking attacks. The experiment results show that
proposed technique is resilient against additive,
subtractive, distortive and collusive attacks. Further,
evaluation of proposed technique is performed with
parameters of overhead, data-rate, and resilience.
Organization of paper is given below:
Section 2 provides a brief review of watermarking
techniques followed by proposed approach in section 3.
Section 4 furnishes conclusion and further potential
directions.

mining,

INTRODUCTION

In this era of technical advancements, all aspects of
technology are observed to grow at a greater pace. Under
this revolutionary progress in software industry, threat of
software piracy is causing losses in billions of dollars
every year [1], [2]. In order to counter such losses,
software owners are striving hard for developing privacy
control techniques such as software watermarking,
software birthmarking, obfuscation, encryption and
tamper-proofing [3], [4]. However, focus of this work is to
devise a resilient software watermarking technique.
Software watermarking is the phenomenon of embedding
secret information called a “watermark” in the target
software for discouraging ownership theft of intellectual
property [3]. The watermark is extracted from the
suspected/pirated software to prove the software
ownership. Fingerprinting is specialized watermarking
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among the elements. The relation among the method
elements is hard to change and affects the output in
addition to effecting program performance. The relation
among the elements with their properties is transformed
into graph, where node is an element and edges represents
the relations.
Each of the nodes along with its properties alone is
inadequate to proffer substantiation in method piracy
control. Properties of all the methods in form of graph are
used to compute the watermark W = {w1, w2, w3,…. wn}
for program P = {P1, P2, P3 …. Pn}. These set of
watermarks are hint software origin. The elements and
their relations are identified in the form of nodes from the
method code. Two types of relations have been used in the
generation and hence computation of watermark for
method. Essential-relation represented with edge may be
in-relation to one node and out-relation with other node
based on the properties.
For example for a graph G with set of nodes N and
edges E is defined below.

II. STATE OF THE ART LITERATURE
The preliminary concepts in watermarking techniques
as well as some effective watermarking techniques have
been discussed. Further, advantages of watermarking over
obfuscation are also discussed.
A. Software Watermarking
Software watermark is secret information that is
embedded into the distributed software (process
adding/extracting watermark is called as software
watermarking) [3]. It is a defensive and preventive
measure against software piracy [9]. The watermark in the
software is secret i.e. it should not be revealed by
anonymous person but can be extracted by the owner only.
There are two types of watermarking i.e. Static and
Dynamic watermarks.
B. Static Software Watermarking
Static watermark strategies embed the watermark W =
{w1, w2, w3,…. wn} in the information/or code [10] of
program P = {P1, P2, P3 …. Pn}. These types of
watermarks are embedded secretly in the software, mostly
as dead code. The watermark is extracted statically when it
is required from the code. The programs are not executed
to extract the watermark. The static watermarking is
further classified into data watermarking and code
watermarking [3].

G = {N, E}; N = {n1, n2, n3, …..nk};
E = {e1, e2, e3, ….em}
For any node i and j, there must be one
Essential-relation between them. ni → nj for i ≠ j
The looping constructs (or element) and relation among
method elements is given in Table I.

C. Dynamic Software Watermarking
The watermark W = {w1, w2, w3,…. wn} is embedded
in the state of the program P = {P1, P2, P3 …. Pn}. These
types of watermarks require execution of program to
recognize the watermark [11]. Special inputs I = {I1, I2,
I3, …. In} are required so that the state of the watermark is
executed. When special set of inputs is provided the
program may produce special output, this type of dynamic
watermarks is called Easter Egg watermarks [3].
Sometimes special output is not produced instead
sequence of operation or data structure values, based on
special input is treated as dynamic watermarks.

TABLE I. METHOD RELATIONS FOR COUPLING THE ELEMENTS

The computation and generation of watermark for
‘Program P’ has been illustrated in Fig. 1. Code
purification and designation reads elements along with
their properties that are assembled by collecting the
information and generate individual method graph
watermark.
If we have program

D. Flow of Software Code
Flow-graph G = {G1, G2, G3, …. Gn} of the software
program P = {P1, P2, P3 …. Pn} have frequently been
used as preventive measure against piracy control. The
flow-graphs have been used in both static as well as
dynamic software watermarking. In static watermarking
methodology the flow-graph is used to embed watermark
[12], while in dynamic watermarking the control flow has
been used to compute the watermark [13]. In other than
watermarking the graph based techniques [14] have also
been frequently used for software birthmarking as well.

P = {P1, P2, P3 …. Pn}
Graph G = {N, E} is generated and
W = {w1, w2, w3,…. wn}

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

is computed from the G. The watermark W is embedded in
the program P.
Usually watermarking detects designated software as a
whole pirated but proposed technique for watermarking
detects if some portion of the program us pirated. This is
courtesy to generation and extraction of watermark (based
on method properties and relations).

Software programs are composed of various program
methods and each method is composed of different
elements. The proposed technique based on static
watermarking uses Graph Reckoning; that identifies
intrinsic properties from program method (such as
variables, iterations, decisions and data) and relation
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TABLE III. SIMILARITY CLASSIFICATION FOR CREDIBILITY AND
RELIABILITY
Java
Software
Packages
ATM
Library
System
Point of Sale
Hospital
System
K-means
Algo.

ATM
100
0

Library
System
0
100

Point of
Sale
0
0

Hospital
System
0
0

K-means
Algo.
0
0

0
0

0
0

100
0

0
100

0
0

0

0

0

0

100

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A graph-based static software watermarking technique
has been proposed in this paper. It operates at method level
program constructs for identifying program element
properties and relations between those elements. These
element and relations are modeled in the graphs. The
resultant graphs are embedded in the code for detecting if
codes are original or modified. The detection accuracy
through watermark has shown an acceptable level with
resilience of watermark. We look forward to devise a
dynamic software watermarking technique with larger
repository of code snippets.

Figure 1. Watermark computation and embedding

IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
The proposed watermarking technique was evaluated
over three code snippets from sourceforge.net [15]. The
proposed technique working on method code based
watermarks performed better since it takes into account
relation and properties of each of the node. The similarity
percentage between different and same methods was
calculated.
Accuracy computed for similar as well as non-similar
objects in the methods is 0.80 to 0.93 as tabulated in Table
II below.
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TABLE II. CONFUSION MATRIX SIMILARITY CALCULATION FOR
MODIFIED PROGRAMS
Classes
Detection of
Similar Objects
Detection of
Non-Similar
Objects
Total

Similar Non-Similar Total
Objects’ Objects’
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